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Abstract In most genetic programming systems, candidate solution programs
themselves serve as genome upon which variation operators act. However, because
of the hierarchical structure of computer programs and the syntactic constraints that
they must obey, it is difficult to implement variation operators that affect different
parts of programs with uniform probability. This lack of uniformity can have detrimental effects on evolutionary search, such as increases in code bloat. In prior work,
structured programs were linearized prior to variation in order to facilitate uniform
variation. However, this necessitated syntactic repair after variation, which reintroduced non-uniformities. In this chapter we describe a new approach that uses linear
genomes that are translated into hierarchical programs for execution. We present the
new approach in detail and show how it facilitates both uniform variation and the
evolution of programs with meaningful structure.
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1 Introduction
In traditional tree-based genetic programming, genetic operators such as subtree
crossover and subtree mutation exhibit biases as to how likely it is for any given
component of a parent program to be transferred to the resulting child. These biases make these genetic operators, and indeed any genetic operators defined over
tree structures, decidedly nonuniform. What is meant by “uniform” in this context?
In prior work [17] we defined uniformity in terms of two desiderata for variation
operators:
• “that the probability of an inherited program component being modified during
inheritance is independent of the size and shape of the parent programs beyond
the component in question”
• “that pairs of parents are combined in ways that allow arbitrary combinations of
components from each parent to appear in the child.”
Genetic programming’s most common program representation leverages the relative simplicity of Lisp symbolic expressions, which can express richly structured
programs despite having few syntactic constraints in comparison to other common
programming languages [4]. Hierarchical symbolic expressions, represented by tree
structures, simplify the implementation of genetic operators that produce syntactically valid children from syntactically valid parents, using processes of subexpression replacement and exchange. However, the widely-used operators based on these
processes do not meet our definitions for uniformity. For example, in standard subtree mutation a single subexpression is chosen and replaced, making the chance of
replacing each subexpression inversely proportional to the size of the overall program. So standard mutation violates the first uniformity desideratum. In standard
crossover a single subexpression is replaced by a subexpression from the other parent, restritcing the ways in which the components of the parents can be combined in
children. Thus standard crossover violates the second uniformity desideratum.
Why do these deviations from uniformity matter? One issue is that the any particular subexpression is more likely to survive without modification if it is embedded
within a large program rather than a small program. This can bias survival of important subexpressions toward larger programs, irrespective of fitness, leading to “code
bloat” [9]. Another issue, related to the second uniformity desideratum, is that standard crossover does not permit complementary parts of two parents to be combined
in their child, unless all of the needed parts from one parent are segregated in a
single subexpression.
Several researchers have previously noted these and related issues and have attempted to address them through modification of the standard genetic operators.
For example by making the probabilities of chosing a subexpressions dependent on
it’s size [4, 3], adjusting the number of replacements or exchanges [19], and by restricting exchanges to pairs of expressions with specified properties [12, 13, 14]. As
detailed in [17], none of these methods meet our definition of uniformity, limited in
principle by the nested structure of the programs that are being modified.
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Genetic programming systems which use linear program representations are immune to most of the problems raised here, because uniform genetic operators can be
straightforwardly applied on linear sequences [11]. Much of the prior work in linear genetic programming is focused on programs expressed in a low-level language
with few control and data structures. Here we aim to provide uniform variation for
programs in a language that can support arbitrary control and data structures and
for which program structure is therefore likely to be more important. An existing
framework in which linear genomes can indeed be used to evolve highly structured
programs is “grammatical evolution,” in which the genes on linear genomes are
used as indices into grammars that can express arbitrary languages [15]. While uniform genetic operators can indeed be used on these genomes, the effects that small
changes to genomes have on the expressed programs are often quite large, so that
uniformity at the level of genomes is unlikely to translate into uniformity at the level
of programs.
In earlier work, we sought to achieve greater uniformity by treating programs as
linear sequences only during variation [17]. Our ULTRA (Uniform Linear Transformation with Repair and Alternation) operator first translates hierarchically structured programs into linear sequences, with parentheses replaced by independent
tokens. It then applies uniform mutation and alternation (a form of multipoint
crossover) to the linear sequences. Finally, it translates the resulting linear sequences
back into hierarchical programs. Because the tokens for parentheses may have become imbalanced during uniform variation, a repair step is required to rebalance
them. While the prior work demonstrated that ULTRA had several desirable properties, the artifacts produced by the repair step were themselves non-uniform and
biased the shape of evolving programs in peculiar ways. This nonuniformity was
one motivation for the work presented here.
Another motivation for the work described below was the fact that while ULTRA
supports reasonably-uniform variation of structured programs, it does nothing to
produce structure where it is most likely to be useful, in the context of instructions
that make use of structure, such as conditional branches or loops.
The idea for the alternative approach that we present here arose when considering
the problems raised above in the context of independent work that we were conducting in which “epigenetic” markers were added to instructions and literals in linear
programs in order to turn those genes on or off [6, 7, 5]. We realized we could use
similar epigenetic markers to specify the hierarchical structure for programs that
are “expressed” from linear genomes. This allows us to perform uniform genetic
operators on linear genomes and only express them as hierarchical programs for
fitness testing. Furthermore, we specify that opening parentheses are automatically
inserted following structure-dependent instructions during translation and use epigenetic markers to indicate where closing parentheses should occur. Thus we make
it more likely that parenthesized, hierarchical structures appear in programs next to
instructions that can make use of them.
We note that the use of the term “epigenetic” for these markers is most appropriate when they can change not only during reproduction, but also in their problem
environments. While we do not describe such processes here, we have used these
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markers in this way in the past [5]. In that work, we used hill climbing to modify the
epigenetic markers of an individual if those modifications improve its fitness. While
this effort did not produce significantly better results, using similar mutations to turn
off or on genes in newly created children, and allowing selection pressure to sort out
the changes, did produce impressively better results on 2 out of 5 problems. So, even
though we do not explore changing epigenetic markers during the “lifetimes” of the
programs in the present work, the markers that we use do enable such modifications;
additionally, because of the ways that these markers are attached to instruction and
literal “genes,” we think that the use of the label “epigenetic” is reasonable in this
context.
In the remainder of this chapter we first provide a brief description of Push the
programming language, which is expressed from our linear genomes. We then describe our new linear genome representation, which we call “Plush” (where the “l”
is for “linear”), in detail. This description is followed by experimental results that
demonstrate the ways in which Plush facilitates program structure and the efficacy
of various uniform genetic operators.

2 Push and PushGP
The Push programming language was developed specifically to serve as the target
language for program evolution in genetic programming and related program synthesis methods (Spector, 2001; Spector and Robinson, 2002; Spector et al, 2005).
Push is a postfix, stack-based language, which is similar in some respects to others
that have been used for genetic programming (Perkis, 1994). When a Push program
is executed, literals are pushed onto data stacks and instructions act on data that
is on the stacks. Among the types of data stored on stacks and manipulated by instructions is code, which permits the expression of complex control structures via
code manipulation. Program execution is implemented through the decomposition
of programs and the processing of their instructions and literals on a special stack
that contains code, the exec stack. Because all instructions take their arguments
from appropriately typed stacks, and because of the Push convention that instructions finding insufficient data on the relevant stacks act as no-ops, instructions and
literals of any types can be interleaved in arbitrary ways without risk of type errors.
Like Lisp symbolic expressions, Push programs may be hierarchically structured
with parentheses, and this structure has consequences for program execution when
code-manipulation instructions are used. Unlike symbolic expressions, parenthesized code blocks may appear anywhere in a Push program, and their presence or
absence does not change the syntactic validity of the program. For example, the
exec if instruction will execute one of the top two items on the exec stack, depending on the value on top of the boolean stack, and discard the other. Those
items serve as the conditional execution branches of the if statement, and either may
be a single instruction or a code block containing any number of grouped instructions. For example, in the program:
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(arg1 exec_if (4 5 integer_add) 7),
if arg1 is true, 7 (as the “else” clause) will be removed, and the block of code (4 5
integer add) will remain on the exec stack. If arg1 is false, the “then” clause
(4 5 integer add) will be popped and 7 will remain on the exec stack.
In early versions of PushGP, the parenthetic structure of programs also affected
the ways that genetic operators operated on programs. The genetic operators in
these versions of PushGP were intentionally similar to those used in traditional,
Lisp symbolic expression genetic programming systems; mutation involved replacing subexpressions with new subexpressions, while crossover involved the exchange
of subexpressions across programs. This facilitated comparisons between the different program representations, and the translation of ideas from one project to another. But, these subtree-based operators lacked uniformity for the same reasons
traditional tree-based operators do.

3 Plush
Plush1 genomes provide an alternative representation for Push programs, storing
programs in linear sequences that enable simple uniform genetic variations. There
is a many to one mapping from Plush genomes to Push programs, as described by
the translation process below.
One of the goals of introducing Plush genomes is to ensure that every argument
taken from the exec stack for use by an instruction consists of a parenthesized
block of code. In prior work, when evolving Push programs as genomes, we would
often see exec stack manipulating instructions taking single instructions as arguments, instead of blocks of code. By ensuring that such instructions are followed
by code blocks, we hope to encourage more modular programs that can make better
use of exec stack arguments.
The many Push instructions that take arguments from the exec stack include
instructions for looping, conditional execution, and other program manipulation.
For example, the instruction exec if requires two exec stack arguments, one to
execute if the condition is true and the other to execute if the condition is false. The
instruction exec do*times needs one exec stack argument, which is executed
repeatedly in a loop. In the program in Section 2, the exec if instruction takes two
arguments from the exec stack: (4 5 integer add) and 7. The first is a block
of code, and the second is a single instruction (in this case, an integer literal). Note
that blocks of code can contain zero or more instructions, so that the above program
could be replaced with a functionally equivalent one where each of exec if’s
arguments is a block of code:
(arg1 exec_if (4 5 integer_add) (7))

1

Linear Push
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3.1 Structure
Plush genomes are linear sequences of gene maps, each of which contains, at minimum, an instruction and an epigenetic close count marker used to determine the
placement of parentheses during translation. For example, below is a very simple
Plush genome that encodes the Push program (1 2 integer add):
[ {:instruction 1, :close 0}
{:instruction 2, :close 0}
{:instruction integer_add, :close 0} ]
Plush gene maps can optionally contain other epigenetic markers. For example, the
:silent marker contains a boolean that indicates whether the instruction should
be included in the translated program. We have not yet added other epigenetic markers to Plush, but could imagine others being useful.

3.2 Translation
The process of translating a linear Plush genome into a syntactically valid, hierarchical Push program (which is a tree) is for the most part a depth-first construction of
that program tree. The Plush genome is traversed linearly, adding each gene map’s
instruction to the end of the translated program. The hierarchical structure of the
resulting program depends entirely on which of its instructions take arguments from
the exec stack. Each instruction that does not take any arguments from the exec
stack is simply appended to the growing program, and is not followed by a code
block. An instruction that takes X arguments from the exec stack will be followed
by X code blocks. After such instructions, further instructions will be added inside
the opened code block, and will open nested code blocks when appropriate. Instructions only indicate where the code blocks open (i.e. they insert open parentheses);
they do not describe where they should close (i.e. the location of the matching close
parentheses).
As genes are translated from Plush into Push code, the values of the :close
epigenetic markers determine where code blocks are closed. For every gene that
is translated from Plush to Push: after the :instruction token has been added
to growing Push program, and after a new block has been opened (if the instruction requires one), the :close marker is applied to the growing Push program. In
particular, this number indicates the number of opened code blocks to close with
closing parentheses. If the number is greater than the number of currently opened
code blocks, all opened code blocks are closed. Note that if a code block is closed
and the preceding instruction requires another code block (such as with exec if,
which requires two code blocks), one is immediately opened, which may be immediately closed if the :close marker is large enough. Finally, if the end of the
genome is reached without closing all opened code blocks, the remaining blocks
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are automatically closed, including any blocks that still needed to be opened for
instructions that take multiple exec stack arguments.
These automatic code blocks ensure that the hierarchical structure of a program
has semantic meaning according to its instructions. It may help to think about a
language such as Python or Java, in which it makes sense to block off a chunk of
code following the start of a loop, but does not make semantic (or syntactic) sense
to have a block of code follow a variable assignment. While such semanticallyirrelevant code blocks are syntactically valid in Push, they have no affect on the
semantics of the program.

3.3 Special genes
The :silent epigenetic marker and two special instructions also affect the translation process:
• A Plush gene map with a :silent marker set to true is completely ignored
and does not affect the growing Push program. Such genes have been “silenced.”
• The noop open paren instruction immediately opens a new code block but
adds no instruction to the Push program. No parenthesized branch is ever opened
in the Push program unless the instruction takes one or more arguments from
Push’s exec stack or the instruction is noop open paren.
• The noop delete prev paren pair instruction restructures the Push program without affecting the translation state in any other way: it searches through
the Push program until it finds the last block closed in translation, and “lifts” the
contents of that block to the level of its parent in the program. For example, if the
Push program is [1 2 (3 4) 5 (6 *)], with the asterisk indicating where
the next item would be added, inside a currently unclosed block, the result of
applying this transformation would be [1 2 3 4 5 (6 *)].

3.4 Example Translation
Here we give a brief example of a Plush genome and its corresponding Push program
to illustrate the translation process. The genome:
[{:instruction
{:instruction
{:instruction
{:instruction
{:instruction
{:instruction
{:instruction
{:instruction

exec_do*times :close 0}
8 :close 0}
11 :close 3}
integer_add :close 0 :silent true}
exec_if :close 1}
17 :close 0}
noop_open_paren :close 0}
false :close 0}
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Table 1 Genetic operator parameter settings used in all of our PushGP runs.
Parameter

Value

uniform mutation rate
0.01
constant tweak rate
0.5
uniform close mutation rate 0.1
close increment rate
0.2
alternation rate
0.01
alignment deviation
10

{:instruction
{:instruction
{:instruction
{:instruction

code_quote :close 0}
float_mult :close 2}
exec_rot :close 0}
34.44 :close 0}))

is translated into the Push program:
(exec_do*times (8 11) exec_if
()
(17
(false code_quote (float_mult))
exec_rot (34.44) () ()))
The first instruction, exec do*times, takes one argument from the exec stack,
and therefore opens one code block. The next two instructions are added to this
block, which is closed by the 3 :close marker. Note that while this marker says
to close 3 code blocks, there is only one open block to close. This block is followed
by a silenced gene containing the instruction integer add, which is not added to
the Push program.
Next, the exec if instruction takes two arguments from the exec stack. Since
the :close count of the exec if instruction itself is 1, the first of those two
blocks is immediately closed, and the second opened. Following 17 in the opened
block, the noop open paren instruction opens a code block without adding an
instruction to the Push program.
In the remainder of the Plush genome, the code quote instruction takes one
exec stack argument, which is closed along with another code block after the
instruction float mult. Finally, exec rot opens three code blocks, none of
which are closed by the end of the program. As such, these blocks are automatically
closed at the end of the program.

4 Uniform Genetic Operators
One of the advantages of a linear genome representation is it allows us to use uniform genetic operators. This section describes in detail the genetic operators we use
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with Plush. For reference, Table 1 has the parameter settings related to genetic operators that we use in our experiments using the genetic operators described below,
giving an idea of reasonable settings for these parameters; all indications thus far
show these operators to be robust to changes in these parameter settings.
Uniform mutation modifies a single parent genome by changing each of its instructions with some probability, designated the uniform mutation rate. If an instruction in the genome is selected to be changed, we first check whether the instruction
is a constant or a Push instruction. If it is an instruction, it is simply replaced by
a random instruction from the instruction set. If it is a constant, there is a constant
tweak rate probability of tweaking the constant; otherwise, it is replaced by a random instruction. The way in which a constant is tweaked depends on the type of the
constant: integers and floats are perturbed by Gaussian noise with standard deviation of 1.0, strings have a 10% probability of replacing each character with a random
character, and booleans are replaced by a random boolean.
While uniform mutation can change the instructions in a genome, it cannot affect
the close epigenetic markers, and therefore cannot affect the structure of a program.
We therefore created a uniform close mutation operator that takes a parent and alters
its close markers. With uniform close mutation rate probability, it either increments
or decrements the close marker associated with each instruction. The close marker
cannot be decreased below 0, but has no upper bound. The probability of incrementing a close marker, as opposed to decrementing it, is given by the close increment
rate; we typically keep this number less than 0.5, since otherwise we find that close
markers tend to grow more than they shrink.
We use a crossover operator, alternation, heavily inspired by the ULTRA operator, which functioned on Push programs as genomes instead of linear genomes
[17]. In alternation, both parents are traversed in parallel, copying instructions from
one or the other into the child program. Before copying each gene, alternation has a
small probability, the alternation rate, of moving the copying head to the other parent at the same index. Thus alternation copies sections of code from each parent into
the child genome. In order to allow alternation to an index not identical to the prior
index, we perturb the index with Gaussian noise, using the alignment deviation as
the standard deviation for the perturbation. Thus the copy head may jump forward
or backward during an alternation, but will not likely jump far.
Finally, we employ genetic operator pipelines to chain together two or more operators to create a single child. We mainly use this functionality to create a child
genome by applying alternation and then uniform mutation.
The genetic operators described here meet the requirements of uniformity described in Section 1. In particular, all three operators give uniform probability of
inheriting particular genetic material in a parent: with uniform mutation and uniform close mutation this probability is explicitly defined and with alternation it is
roughly one half. Additionally, alternation allows “arbitrary combinations of components from each parent to appear in the child” [17], even though some of these
combinations may be more likely than others based on position in the parent.
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Table 2 Number of succesful runs out of 100. To be successful, a program has to perfectly pass all
cases in the training set as well as an unseen test set. “Auto-Parens Off” is the version of the system
where the locations of parentheses must be determined by evolution, instead of automatically.
Problem
Replace Space With Newline
Negative To Zero
X-Word Lines
Count Odds
Digits

Plush Auto-Parens Off
51
45
8
8
7

51
34
0
5
9

5 Automatic Code Blocks Experiment
One of the primary motivations for developing Plush was to ensure that control
instructions, which take arguments from the exec stack, have code blocks as arguments instead of single instructions. As discussed above, Plush automatically opens
one or more parenthesized code block following each instruction that requires one or
more arguments from the exec stack. Here, we conduct an experiment to examine
the utility of automatic code blocks.
For this experiment we created a system that does not automatically create
code blocks following specific instructions, but otherwise has similar characteristics to Plush. We started with Plush and removed the automatic opening of code
blocks following specific instructions. We then added to the instruction set copies
of noop open paren, as described in Section 3.3. Since we expect code blocks
should be more common than other instructions, we added a number of copies of
noop open paren to the instruction set to make a random program have a similar
number of open parentheses as when using Plush with automatic parentheses; this
resulted in around 30 copies added to about 150 other instructions, varying slightly
per problem and instruction set. Otherwise, this method uses the same implementation as Plush, including close parenthesis markers. We call this method Auto-Parens
Off for this experiment.
We compare Plush having automatic parentheses on and off using five general
program synthesis benchmark problems. These problems require programs to manipulate multiple data types and use control flow structures. As such, we expect
solutions to these problems will likely need to use hierarchical structure of code
blocks in order to solve the problem, although solutions are possible without such
structure. For more details about each problem, see their definitions in [2].
We conducted 100 runs with automatic parentheses on and 100 with them off
on each problem. Table 2 gives the number of successful runs, i.e. runs that found
a solution program that passed all of the training cases as well as every case in an
unseen test set. The only problem that showed a significant difference between the
systems is X-Word Lines, where native normal Plush was significantly better than
with auto parenthesis off; in fact the set of runs with them off found no solutions at
all.
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We examined a sample of the solution programs from each problem. With the exception of the Replace Space With Newline problem, every solution program made
semantic use of code blocks; in other words, each contained a code block that was
an argument to an instruction that manipulated the exec stack. This was true both
of programs using automatic parentheses and those that did not. On the other hand,
almost all of the solutions to the Replace Space With Newline problem did not make
semantic use of code blocks.
While these results do not make a strong case for the importance of automatic
code blocks, they do hint at its power, specifically on the X-Word Lines problem. In
this problem, a program must take an input string and an integer X, and should print
the string with exactly X words on each line. Interestingly, every solution to this
problem had at least two layers of nested, semantically-meaningful code blocks,
which we did not see in many of the solutions to other problems. It may be the
case that finding the correct position for one set of parentheses does not drastically
hinder evolution without automatic parentheses, but correctly nesting multiple sets
of parentheses significantly increases the difficulty.

6 Uniform Genetic Operators Experiment
As described in Section 4, the linear genomes of Plush allowed us to implement
uniform genetic operators that don’t exhibit the drawbacks often associated with
tree-based genetic operators. Here we explore the efficacy of each of these operators by comparing sets of runs using different combinations and probabilities of
operators. We tested five different treatments consisting of different probabilities
of each genetic operator; these treatments are detailed in Table 3. Note that while
no prior work has formally compared different settings of these operators, previous
studies using Plush genomes [2, 1, 10] used the treatment REG.
We conducted trials with 100 GP runs using each treatment on five general program synthesis benchmark problems; again, see [2] for details of these problems.
We present the results of these tests in Table 4.
While all treatments lead to relatively similar results, the treatment that performed most differently from the others is NUM (No Uniform Mutation). This treatment primarily uses alternation, with a small percentage of uniform close mutation
operators. NUM had much lower success rates on all problems compared to REG,
with a chi-squared significance test (with Holm correction) indicating significant
differences at the 0.05 level on Replace Space With Newline, Negative To Zero, and
X-Word Lines. This result indicates that uniform mutation has the largest role in
determining success of PushGP on these problems.
Since runs without uniform mutation performed worst of our three treatments
each leaving out a single operator, we decided to try a treatment only using uniform
mutation, with results in the OUM column of Table 4; note that this treatment is
very similar to NA in operator probabilities. While the success rates are lower than
REG across the board, they are not significantly worse than REG on any problem.
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Table 3 The probabilities of using each genetic operator to create a child for the five different
treatments used in our genetic operator experiments. The operators, listed by their abreviations,
are: “Alt.” = alternation, “Uni. Mut.” = uniform mutation, “Close Mut.” = close mutation, and “Alt.
+ Uni. Mut.” = alternation followed by uniform mutation.
Treatment Description

Alt. Uni. Mut. Close Mut. Alt. + Uni. Mut.

REG
NCM
NUM
NA
OUM

0.2
0.22
0.9
0
0

Regular Operators
No Close Mut.
No Uni. Mut.
No Alt.
Onlt Uni. Mut.

0.2
0.22
0
0.9
1.0

0.1
0
0.1
0.1
0

0.5
0.56
0
0
0

Table 4 Number of succesful runs out of 100 trials for different genetic operator treatments on five
program synthesis problems; see Table 3 for treatment details. To be successful, a program has to
perfectly pass all cases in the training set as well as an unseen test set.
Problem
Replace Space With Newline
Syllables
Negative To Zero
X-Word Lines
Count Odds

REG NCM NUM NA OUM
51
18
45
8
8

50
20
41
12
5

24 55
7 9
11 46
0 1
0 6

41
7
40
1
1

Even so, these results indicate that uniform mutation is not sufficient to produce
the best results on its own, but works best in tandem with the other operators. Note
that if a particular instruction disappears from the population, alternation and close
mutation are not able to reintroduce it; we hypothesize that uniform mutation may
provide the important ability to never get stuck in a population that cannot recover a
useful lost instruction. Additionally, uniform mutation allows evolution to perform
local search by changing small numbers of instructions, the importance of which
has recently been noted [18].
The results do not indicate strongly whether uniform close mutation is particularly helpful or harmful. NCM, which does not use close mutation, gave results
almost identical to REG. Another interesting comparison is NA, which uses 90%
uniform mutation and 10% close mutation, and OUM, which uses 100% uniform
mutation. While the differences between NA and OUM are not significant, NA does
better on 4 of the 5 problems. Here, close mutation may be helping change the hierarchical shape of programs, which is possible through alternation but not by uniform
mutation alone. Note that we never use close mutation more than 10% of the time,
making it difficult to ascertain its importance.
Finally, even though these experiments show some differences between genetic
operator treatments, those differences are overall minor and rarely statistically significant. These results show that the Plush representation is robust to major differences in genetic operator probabilities, as long as uniform mutation is included in
some respect. This means practitioners need not worry about finding perfect settings
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RSWN

Syllables

X−Word Lines

Mean program size

500
400
300
200
100
0
0

100 200 300 0

100 200 300 0

100 200 300 0

100 200 300 0

100 200 300

Generation
Fig. 1 Mean program sizes each generation for 100 runs each of five different software synthesis benchmark problems. Each run is plotted as a distinct line. “RSWN” is an abbreviation for
“Replace Space With Newline”.

for genetic operators, but instead can choose any reasonable settings and expect to
not be worse than another setting.

6.1 Bloat
Code bloat without corresponding improvement in fitness has long caused problems
in genetic programming [16, 8]. In our experience with uniform genetic operators
in Plush, we have not observed code bloat. Figure 1, for example, plots the mean
program size of each population over time for each run using the REG genetic operators. One of the problems (Count Odds) shows a slight decrease in average program size, and one (Replace Space With Newline) shows moderate growth. The
mean program size for the other three problems remains fairly flat. In these runs, the
maximum program size limit for the Count Odds and Negative to Zero problems
is 1000, and for the other three problems is 1600. None of the mean program sizes
come close to approaching these limits.
Of the uniform genetic operators we describe, only alternation can create a child
of a different size than its parent. In fact, alternation has a slight bias toward creating
smaller children than their parents, since alternation terminates upon reaching the
end of the current parent’s genome. This bias may partially account for the bloat
control observed here, though children of alternation may also be larger than their
parents. On the other hand, even operators that do not change the size of the produced children such as uniform mutation may have anti-bloat effects. For example,
a bloated program will likely have more of its instructions replaced by uniform
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mutation than a smaller program, increasing the chances of changes that break the
functionality of the parent.

7 Conclusions
We have described a linear representation (Plush) for structured programs (in the
Push programming language), and shown that it allows for uniform genetic operators that produce meaningful structure while solving difficult problems. The central
idea of the representation scheme is to use epigenetic markers, attached to instructions and literals, to indicate where structure should be added to programs when they
are expressed from the linear genomes. We compared the efficacy of different combinations of uniform genetic operators operating on Plush genomes and showed how
the Plush-to-Push translation scheme encourages the expression of programs with
structure in appropriate places. We note that the Plush-based system appears to be
relatively robust to settings of the genetic operators and that it is capable of solving
difficult software synthesis problems without producing significant code bloat.
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